Descon turns 42!

With an aim to rise above all challenges, Descon enters into its 43rd year. Celebrated annually, this event is always taken as an opportunity by the company to show its appreciation for the efforts of Descon’s employees around the world. As part of the event, Descon presented Long Service Awards to various employees in recognition of their dedication to the company. Similar celebrations were carried out at all Descon establishments (local & overseas) as well as at various project sites.
An Evening of Appreciation

An event was organized by DPS on 17th December 2019 to pay tribute to the spouses and families of DPS employees for their regular and silent support towards DPS business.

The ceremony was made very interesting by various fun activities. The enthusiastic participation of the employees and their families made the evening even more eventful. Special acknowledgment awards were distributed to all spouses/families.

Management Development Programs

To develop our talent and prepare them to become future leaders MDC conducted a series of development programs. This quarter’s courses included:

- Risk Management
- Contracts & Claim Management
- Client Relationship Management
- Management Development Program Level 1
- Management Development Program Level 2
- Building High Performance Teams
- Finance for Non Finance Managers
- Advance Supervisory Skills

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Training

Learning is the most powerful tool that can transform the enterprise culture. Bearing this in mind, Corporate Risk and Compliance Department conducted a training session on Enterprise Risk Management for management employees.

The main objective of this session was to apprise the participants about significant concepts of Risk Management Process, share the experience of developing & implementing ERM in Descon and improve the knowledge of Risk Registers being used in the Company.

Chief Advisor JICA Visits DTI

Engr. Noboru Kakisu, Chief Advisor JICA visited DTI along with representatives from TEVTA. The two organizations are working on a collaborative project “Project for Strengthening DAE in Mechanical Technology of GCTs in Punjab”.

The delegation was taken around the facility and was given a detailed presentation by the DTI Head, Mr. Murtuza Ali. Focus of the meeting was getting to know more about what DTI does and how to increase coordination between JICA and DTI through TEVTA.

Descon Organizes Vendors Exhibition

Descon organized “Partners Connect” for its Safety vendors on October 29, 2019 at the Descon Headquarters.

The event was organized to recognize the contributions of Descon’s business partners, introduce them to wider organization and to give them a holistic view of the company’s future strategy. The idea was to look for opportunities where Descon and its partners can develop and succeed together in the coming years.
Sabic Awards Engineering & Drafting Alliance to Descon

Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC) has recently awarded an Alliance Agreement, “KSA Engineering & Drafting Alliance” to Descon Abu Dhabi Engineering office for a tenure of five years. This award is a major breakthrough for Descon for delivering its quality Engineering Services directly in KSA market which shall pave way to strengthening its presence in KSA and to secure future business.

Descon Bags Two Projects in Qatar

Maintenance Division, Qatar has been awarded work order for Replacement of Instrument Cables TEG TRAIN 3/4/5, AKG-1 and Unit 39 from field JBS to SIH 51, 61, 56 and 76 (E-5286.173) from Qatar Gas Operating Company Limited. QBU has also won “Procurement and Construction works for SD-2020” job from Dolphin Energy Limited.

Cost of Poor Quality (COPQ) Awareness Session at Mohmand Dam:

COPQ Awareness session was conducted at Mohmand Dam Project site on 16th Oct 2019. The session was conducted to reiterate the COPQ concept which was initially launched in Oct 2017. The objective of this session was twofold:

i. To emphasize the importance of COPQ in enhancing Descon’s potential to improve efficiency of processes, quality of business decisions and consequently the margins.

ii. To create awareness among team and roll-out the concept of COPQ at MDHP Project site.

The COPQ road map was also explained to the participants, which included:

- Symptom Identification
- Prioritization
- Root Cause Analysis (RCA)
- Immediate / System Improvement Actions
- Monitoring Effectiveness

BBS Training by Corporate HSE

Always looking to improve our health, safety & environment standards, HSE recently carried out “Behavioral Based Safety” training at Descon HQ. The session focused on raising awareness on behavioral aspects of safety.

Descon Hosts Boiler Manufacturers in Lahore

Manufacturing Division hosted “All Pakistan Boiler Manufacturers Association” on 2nd December 2019 in PC Hotel Lahore.

CEOs & Directors from country’s leading boiler manufacturers were invited; this included HMC, DDFC, Gresham, IBL, Razzaq Associates, Solarkaz, IME, Fabcon and Al Jadeed.

The gathering concluded on successful formation of Boiler Manufacturers Society, to have a common voice in the sector.
Descon Participated in Annual Technical Symposium 2019

Descon’s Oil & Gas Business Unit, PDIL, participated in one of the biggest Technical Conference in Pakistan - Annual Technical Symposium 2019 which caters to the Exploration & Production sector. The two-day mega event was organized by Society of Petroleum Engineers and Pakistan Association of Petroleum Geoscientists with participation from 30 companies and over 2000 delegates. This year’s theme was “Unconventional & Offshore Resources - The Game Changers.” PDIL exhibited its portfolio of services to the Oil & Gas sector showcasing its successful Gas Processing EPC projects in the country.

Descon Participated In ADIPEC 2019

This year’s ADIPEC offered visitors a hands-on experience of the modern oil & gas industry trends and hosted series of exciting highlights where buyers met suppliers, visitors met global trade professionals, delegates met industry leaders, and exhibitors met prospective clients. Descon used this opportunity to further strengthen its presence in the UAE and showcase the exemplary work it continues to do there.

Descon Participated In IEEEP Fair 2019

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers of Pakistan (IEEEP) organized its 10th Industrial Fair from October 1st - 3rd 2019. This fair is one of the biggest Electronics and Electrical Engineering Industrial Exhibition in Pakistan, show-casing a large collection of industrial merchandise and service products. Each year the IEEEP Fair provides greater opportunities for companies, both local and foreign, to pick up the latest trends and gain access to the newest, cutting-edge products in the industry. Descon also took part in IEEEP as a Gold Sponsor to showcase its capabilities in E&I and Automation & Control segments to diversified clients.